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' Allthe first 16 questions are compulsory. They carry 4 weightages in all.

1. The value ol sinh 0 is

2. lf the value of sinn x is - | , tnen ttre value ot cosh x is

dv
3- Find rdx, where y = x sinh x -cosh x.

4. Examine whether Rolle's theorem can be applied to the function l(x) = tan x for
the intewal [0, n].

dv
5. General solution of the ditferential equation ;i = sin x is

6. A curve is defined by the condition that at each of its points (x, y), its slope is
equal to the square ol the abscissa oI the point. Express this in terms oI a
differential equation.

7. Solve the ditlerential equation * **=0.

8. When we say that an integer is a common divisor of othet two integers ?
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/, !)_e. tf scd(a,d) =d,thenScd[d,Ej =

irtrrlt

10. Slate True/False : l, alc and blc wilh gcd (a, b) > 1, then ablc.

11. Express sin 60 in lerms of powers o, sin 0 and cos O.

12. Find the pdnciple amplitude ot the complex number 1,

'13. The value ot leigl is

14. State Oirichlet's oonditions.

1 5. ldentity the objeclive function and consuairts in tlle tollowing optimizatim problem :

Maximize

z=3x1+4x2
Subject to the constraints

4x1 +2x2 < 80

2x1 +Sxr 5180

\, x2 > o

16. Express the tollowing linear programming problem in the slandardform:

Maximize

z=7x1+5\
Subjecl to the constraints

x, + 2rr 3 6
4xr+3xr312
x.,, x2 > 0

Answer any 8 questions {rom among the questions 17 to 28. They carry 1 weight
each.

prove thal cosn'z| = ] (coshx+1).

Verify Lagrange's mean value theorem torthe tunction f(x) = ex on [0, 11.

17.

18_
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, 19. Find the generalsolution orthe ditferentialequation y'-Y-2y=0.

20. Verily lhat the tunction u = x2 - f is a solution of the two dimensional Laplace

d-u d-u
equation 

axz 
* 

aF 
= ,.

[ "-r I21. Find C'| '-' ' l.
Ls' +1j

22. Flnd ihe g.c.d. ol - 12 and 30 and express it as a linear combination of two
integers.

- ^ 23. show that 4l divides 220 - 1.

24. Calculate the value 0(360), where 0 isthe Euler phi-function.

25. Separate into real and imaginary parts the expression sin (x + iy).

26. lf sin (A + iB) = x + iy, show that '"u-, !r==1.cosh'B sinh" B

27. Findall basic solutions of x1 +x2+3x3=10and2xt+3&+x3=15.

28. Find the Fourier series ot I given by

[-K when - r<x<o
l(x) = 

t k, when o<x<,,r and f(x + 2r ) = l(x)'

- Answer any 5 questions from among the questions 29 to 36. They carry 2 weights each.

29. Find the dit erential coetlicient oi (sin x)x + cos xbh x with resp€ct to x.

30. lf y= (x2- 1)n, prove that (x2 - l) yn +2!b!n+.r -n(n+1)yn=0.

31. Solve the differentialequation tox. dI*4ox{+32.4v=0.
dx' dx
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32. Solve xP + yq = 32, where O=; and a=r.

33. Find the remainder obtained when 5s is divided by 1t.

34. a) State Wlson's theorem.

b) Prove that 52n+2 - 24n - 25 is divisible by 576.

1

35- Find allvalues of (-gDa.

36. Find the Fourier series of f given by

f(x) = x,

where-r <x< 7c andf(x)=f(x+2r) VxeR.

Answer any 2 questions from among the queslions 37 to 39. These questions cany
4 weights each.

37. Find the radius and height of the right circular cylinder o{ largest volume that can
be inscribed in a right circular cone with radius 6 inches and height .10 inches.

38. a) It p is a prime, then prove that aP =a(modp)foranyintegera.
b) Show that n7 - n is divisible by 42.

39. Solve the following problem graphically:

Maximize

z=3xr +4xz

subiect to the constraints

4\1 + 2\ < 80

2x1 + 5x2 < 180

x.,, x, 2 0


